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DELL A5185910 memory module 16 GB 1 x 16 GB DDR3 1066 MHz
ECC

Brand : DELL Product code: A5185910

Product name : A5185910

16GB, DDR3, 1066MHz, 240-pin DIMM

DELL A5185910 memory module 16 GB 1 x 16 GB DDR3 1066 MHz ECC:

Make your Dell™ a champion by upgrading with memory specifically engineered and tested for your
laptop. At Dell we focus on quality parts and rigorous testing so that your computer can tackle the
challenges faced by high-end operating systems and multimedia applications. With Dell™ Memory we
also offer a limited lifetime warranty1 and the benefits of Dell’s service and support. We know that you
are focused on maximizing the total cost of your Laptop, so we offer this enhanced performance at
industry leading prices. Trust only Dell Memory for your next Dell system upgrade!

Dell™ Branded memory offered in the Memory Selector is fully compatible and supported by Dell.
Memory offered now may differ in speed from the original system memory but has been qualified to
work in the system. When mixed, the memory will perform at the lowest speed populated or the highest
speed allowed by the system.

Features

Buffered memory type Registered (buffered)
Internal memory * 16 GB
Memory layout (modules x size) * 1 x 16 GB
Internal memory type * DDR3

Features

Memory clock speed * 1066 MHz
Component for * PC/Server
Memory form factor * 240-pin DIMM
ECC *
Memory voltage 1.5 V
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